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CHAPTER I 
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE THESIS 
This thesis is a study of the public relations 
efforts employed by the Yankee Atomic Electric Company of 
Boston and Rowe, Massachusetts. 
The Yankee Atomic Electric Company introduces 
something new to New England -- nuclear power. In addition 
to the problem of public acceptance of an industry in a 
community there exists a problem of introducing a new power 
source, a power that has been connected with destruction 
since World War II. This latter problem introduces new 
aspects of public acceptance. 
This case study will attempt to record the public 
relations standards, practices and procedures of the 
Yankee Atomic Electric Company and how they affect the 
acceptance of the plant in Rowe and the product to the 
general consumer public. 
_!'~~=*=============-=-~=~~--=~ ~-=~~--~·-=====!!==== 
Thesis Justification 
The reasons for selecting this project follow: 
1. Nuclear power is new to New England. It could 
be the impetus to a new industrial growth in that area. 
Without favorable public reaction this impetus could be 
delayed or cancelled. 
2. Of importance to this development is the public 
relations presentation to the public of the first nuclear 
power installation in New England. 
3. The establishment and acceptance of nuclear 
power in a specific area ( Rowe, Massachusetts ) , is the 
cornerstone of this first public relations effort. 
4. The public relations program of the Yankee 
Atomic Electric Company could well establish standards 
and procedures for future neclear industries. 
As this case study developed, the public relations 
of the Yankee Atomic Electric Company appeared to be 
lacking in many respects. The author attempts to relate 
what aspects of this program actually existed, to evaluate 
this program and to make recommendations within his own 
experience and capability. 
" 
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CHAPTER II 
INTRODUCTION TO THE YANKEE ATOMIC ELECTRIC COMPANY 
Mr. Donald G. Mitchell, chairman of the board and 
president of Sylvania Electric Products Incorporated, stated 
in January, 1957 before the twelfth annual meeting of the 
Electric Institute in Boston, Massachusetts, that 
Company. 
"rising generating costs together with the fact 
that few economical waterpower sites remain to 
be developed have put you (utility meru in the 
atomic power business. The only alternative is 
to stop growing." 
Similar thoughts started the Yankee Atomic Electric 
The following is a brief chRonological summary of 
Yankee's formation:! 
August 10, 1954 New England utility companies met to 
discuss a joint venture to build a 
nuclear power plant. 
!Yankee Atomic Electric Company public relations 
department release, Chronological Becord of Yankee Atomic 
Electric Company, May 20, 1958. 
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August 30, 1954 
August 31, 1954 
President Eisenhower signed the 
amendment to the Atomic Energy Act 
permitting ownership of atomic 
facilities by private industry. 
Representatives of twelve New England 
utility companies agreed to form an 
atomic power company. 
Spetember 1, 1954 -- Monsanto Chemical Company was engaged 
as engineering and design consultants. 
Since 1954 these responsibilities have 
passed to Westinghouse Corporation and 
Stone and Webster Engineering CorporaM 
tion. 
September 10, 1954 -- Yankee Atomic's board of directors 
was elected. 
Septemberll7, 1954 -- Yankee Atomic was incorporated as a 
Massachusetts electric company. 
Obviously Yankee Atomic was not formed in this 
short period of time. Plans were ready and waiting for the 
removal of gover.ment restrictions. 
By November 5, 1957 Yankee's financing bad been 
approved by the Securities Exchange Commission, a two 
thousand acre site in Rowe, Massachusetts had been pur-
chased, and the construction permit had been issued by the 
Atomic Energy Commission. 
The cost of the plant will be approximately fifty-
seven million dollars. It is expected that permanent 
financing will be taken care of by twenty million dollars 
4 
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of first mortgage bonds to be placed with a group of life 
insurance companies, seventeen million dollars of notes 
to commercial banks and the balance of twenty million 
dollars to be represented by capital stock owned by the 
sponsoring utility companies.2 
Stock ownership of Yankee is in the following 
ratio: 
New England Electric System3 
441 Stuart Street 
Boston 16, Massachusetts 
The Connecticut Light aDd Power Company 
Selden Street 
Berlin, Connecticut 
Boston Edison Company 
182 Tremont Street 
Boston, Massachusetts 
Central Maine Power Company 
9 Green Street 
Augusta, Maine 
The Hartford Electric Light Company 
266 Pearl Street 
Hartford, Connecticut 
30.0% 
15.0% 
9.5% 
Western Massachusetts Electric Company 7.0% 
45 Federal Street 
Greenfield, Massachusetts 
2william Webster, speech, Atomic Energy and New 
England, Atomic Power Institute, Durham, New Hampshire, 
May 3, 1958. 
~hrough its subsidiary, New England Power Company 
5 
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Public Service Company of New Hampshire 
1087 Elm Street 
Manchester, New Hampshire 
Eastern Utilities Associates4 
49 Federal Street 
Boston, Massachusetts 
New England Gas and Electric AssociationS 
727 Massachusetts Avenue 
Cambridge, Massachusetts 
Central Vermont Public Service Corporation 
77 Grove Street 
Rutland, Vermont 
4,5% 
3,5% 
These companies will be the direct purchasers of 
Yankee's electricity produced by electric power, Their 
purchases will be in proportion to their stock ownership, 
These companies supply over eighty-five percent of 
the electrical needs of New England, yet Yankee will be 
only a two to three percent addition, This amount will be 
the equivalent of about six months' growth in New England's 
generating capacity, enough to carry a city the size of 
Providence, Rhode Island, 
Yankee's importance is one of pioneering, not of 
added quantity, 
4Through its subsidiary, Montaup Electric Company, 
~hrough its subsidiaries, New Bedford Gas and Edison 
Light Company and Cambridge Electric Light Company, 
6 
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The New England Electric System is Yankee's largest 
stock owner and will be Yankee's largest power purchaser. 
As a result most of the manpower and decisions come from 
New England Electric System personnel. William Webster, 
executive vice president of the New England Electric Syste,, 
is also president of the Yankee Atomic Electric Company. In 
addition the Yankee offices are located in the office of New 
England Electric in Boston, Massachusetts. 
The remaining stock owning utility companies are 
represented on the board of directors. 
The banding of these utilities is a financial 
necessity. Fifty-seven million dollars is a large investment 
for any single utility company. Eventually, as pioneering 
costs are lessened, ownership of nuclear power plants will 
be smaller in number. As the individual companies undertake 
their own nuclear plant projects in the future, the ex-
perience gained in Yankee's broad ownership will be invaluable. 
The Plant Site 
Yankee's plant site is in Rowe, Massachusetts, a 
small New England town of some two hundred residents, 
located in the Northwestern part of the state. It has 
fifteen thousand acres of timber land, forty miles of 
second grade roads, a town store (which serves as a post 
i' 
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office, market place and gas station) and a one-room school 
bouse, 
There are several reasons wby Rowe was chosen as 
the Yankee site, according to Yankee officials, These 
reasons are associated mainly with the role that the New 
England Electric System plays in the Yankee picture, 
l, The New England Power Company, a subsidiary of 
the New England Electric System, bas operated the Sherman 
Hydroelectric plant in Rowe since 1927, (The Yankee site 
is adjacent to the Sherman plant,) New England Electric 
bas been paying taxes since 1927 on property currently 
assessed at $487,000, The $25,000 in taxes paid by New 
England Electric in 1957 accounted for nearly half of the 
revenue realized from property assessment in Rowe during 
that year, The assessment of the Yankee plant will be in 
excess of the 1957 evaluation of the town itself. Estimates 
of Yankee's value have been between two and ten million 
dollars, 
2, Other community relations have been equally as 
good, The Sherman plant did not change the town's rusticity 
in any way nor were there any problems of dislocation of 
properties or citizens. There bas been some small employ-
ment for the townspeople and it bas drawn an occasional 
n ··=-==~F==================================== 
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tourist. 
3, Insurance rates are low because of Rowe's 
remote location, 
4. Necessary resources are ideal. There is an 
ample supply of cooling water and topography and subsoil 
are suitable for plant construction. In addition, there 
are seven operating hydroelectric plants located on the 
Deerfield river, Yankee's water supply. Yankee's output 
can be fed along these transmission lines. 
5. Rowe is sparsely settled and remote from major 
population centers. Although this is not essential as a 
safety measure, Yankee deemed it prudent to avoid un-
necessary problems until such plants are routinely accepted. 
It is important to the people of Rowe that its town 
remains a small backwoods community, Anticipating the 
probable influx of people and enterprises as a result of 
Yankee, the townspeople have enacted by--laws that allow 
the town to regulate and restrict business and domestic 
growtb. 6 As a result the outlying communities will be 
more affected by business and residential expansion than 
Rowe. 
~reenfield Recorder4Gazette, December 22, 1955. 
9 
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Outlying Communities such as Charlemont, North 
Adams and Monroe Bridge {closet to the plant site than 
the center of Rowe) in Massachusetts, and Readsboro and 
Whitingham in Vermont must be classified as part of the 
Yankee site from a public relations viewpoint. The 
citizens of these communities are equally concerned that 
their communities remain safe and retain their status. 
A slight population growth in Rowe is anticipated 
and in some ways welcomed, as long as the town's character 
remains unchanged. The people feel a need for social 
integration and cultural exchange. Selectman John Williams 
adds, "We need more qualified persons to assume town office." 
The people of Rowe realize that they cannot isolate them-
selves from the Yankee addition. 
The Product 
Electricity is the only product. The only dif-
ference between nuclear and conventional power plants is 
the fuel. 
Utility companies are continually trying to cut 
consumer expense and find an inexhaustable supply of fuel. 
Atomic energy is a stride in these directions. 
Atomic fuel bas many advantages over oil, coal 
and water, the conventional sources of power • 
10 
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1. It lessens fuel bulk. The power yield of 
uranium equals the power yield of three million pounds of 
coal or 250,000 gallons of oil.7 
2. This consequently lessens transportation costs 
and eliminates the need of extensive transportation 
facilities (seaports, railways) • 
3. It eliminates location restrictions, such as 
the need for dam sites. New England Electric predicts 
that nuclear reactors will eventually be commonplace in 
cities. 
At present the cost of nuclear-produced electri-
city is higher than electricity produced by conventional 
methods. This is due to the experimental nature of the 
task and the adoption of a great many safety measures. 
As experience increases and a clearer picture appears of 
the necessity of certain practices, the overall costs 
will decrease resulting in saving to the consumers, 
though not in the near future, according to Yankee officials. 
7A. Bryan Marvin, Atomic Public Relations, •• , 
a case history, Electric Light and Power, January 15, 1957. 
11 
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CHAPTER III 
PUBLIC RELATIONS ORGANIZATION 
The public relations department of Yankee consists 
of the director of public relations, William J. Cadigan, 
his assistant, Louis J. DeAngelis, and clerical personnel. 
Mr. Cadigan's public relations background began 
in 1946 when he was an assistant editor of company publi-
cations at the Textron Corporation of Lowell, Massachusetts. 
In 1947 he became a reporter for the Lawrence Eagle Tribune 
of Lawrence, Massachusetts. A year later ~k. Cadigan was 
employed by the New England Electric System and assigned 
to the publications department. 
He was assigned as an assistant to the publications 
director in 1950 and in 1953 was promoted to publications 
director of the New England Electric System. In this 
present position be is responsible for the production and 
dissemination of news releases, stock holder reports, 
public information brochures, and other information pieces. 
His primary responsibility is publications director for the 
It 
il 
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New England Electric System. His position as director of 
public relations of the Yankee Atomic Electric Company is 
a collateral duty. Mr. Cadigan is actually on loan from 
New England Electric. 
Most of his responsibilities at Yankee are the same 
as for New England Electric. He is responsible for Yankee's 
literature. However Yankee presents additional facets of 
public information responsibilities. These involve the 
use of public information methods in addition to literature, 
such as organizing speaking engagements, the use of films, 
and the use of exhibits in the form of scale models of the 
Yankee plant. Mr. Cadigan's Yankee responsibilities also 
involve the acceptance of Yankee by various publics. 
Public acceptance is not his responsibility at New England 
Electric. 
Mr. Cadigan's assistant, Louis J. DeAngelis, is a 
graduate of Brown University, 1948, and is a psychology 
major. He started with the New England Electric System in 
1948 as a personnel assistant. Mr. DeAngelis stated that 
his interest in personnel labor relations persuaded him 
to accept a position in 1956 as Mr. Cadigan's assistant, 
at Yankee and at New England Electric. One of Mr. DeAngelis' 
duties is assistant editor of CONTACT, the New England 
Electric System employee publication. However, a closer 
~~· ==~F=======================~~========~====~===== 
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look at Mr. DeAngelis' duties leads to the conclusion that 
his personnel labor relations interest is finding no outlet 
in his current position. 
At first band Mr. Cadigan and Mr. DeAngelis would 
seem to represent as well balanced a two-man public relations 
department as could be desired: Mr. Cadigan, on one band, 
the stern newspaper man whose policy is, mainly, "play it 
by ear;" and Mr. DeAngelis on the other, who could add the 
necessary psychological viewpoint to the department. 
But this is not the case. Simply, Mr. Cadigan's 
policy prevails over the theoretical approach. 
To limit to two the number of personnel involved 
in public relations at Yankee is only numerically accurate. 
For although not directly a part of the public relations 
department, there are many people who have aided Yankee's 
public relations program. For instance, William Webster, 
president of Yankee, and the five vice-presidents, are in 
continual demand as speakers. Their efforts along these 
lines are certainly part of Yankee's public relations. 
There are two other parts of Yankee's public 
relations information program, important to its effective 
operation. Although not specifically a part of the de-
partment, they were created by the staff to complete 
certain aspects of public information. 
14 
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Speakers fiureau 
Yankee had a problem informing the growing number 
of groups of people who requested information through 
speaking engagements. The demand for speakers had increased 
steadily since Yankee's incorporation and were increasingly 
difficult to fulfill, considering the available funds and 
personnel. 
To answer the problem Yankee formed the Speakers 
Bureau. Utility companies throughout New England were 
asked to nominate personnel interested in speaking for 
Yankee. Those who volunteered did so on a professional 
interest basis. More than half of the seventy-eight members 
of the Speakers Bureau are not associated with the parti--
cipating companies of Yankee, but represent utility companies 
in every section of New England, the area now covered by the 
Speakers Bureau. 
The public relations department services the 
Speakers Bureau in the following manner. 
15 
In most cases the speaking engagements are coordinatw 
by the public relations department according to geographical 
location. The group or organization requesting a speaker 
is referred to a Speakers Bureau member in their area, unless 
the request is for a particular speaker. 
~====~========================-=~=--=~=-==========~===== 
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In addition, the general outline of the speech is 
prepared for the speaker. It includes aspects of company 
history, its importance to New England's industrial future, 
w)y Yankee undertook the project, the plant's operation, 
finances, safety aspects, and the project's effect on the 
public consumer. The speaker is also given a list of 
anticipated questions and their answers. They are supplied 
with talks given by Yankee officials, news releases, answers 
to technical questions prepared by Yankee's engineers, and 
charts. General Electric's movie, "A is for Atom," is 
available from the Yankee public relations department. 
To check the value and progress of the Speakers 
Bureau program, the speakers return a report of the audience's 
reaction as well as any new questions that arise. This 
information serves as a guide to any necessary revision 
of the speech outline and as an indication of the speaker's 
ability. The present speech outline is in the third 
revision. 
The Speakers Bureau is charged with another re-
sponsibility. Whenever a center of antagonism or miscon-
ception appears, a member of the Speakers Bureau is as&gned 
to relieve the situation by presenting the facts. For 
instance, one individual near Rowe was concerned about 
~~==~========================== 
radiation hazards in that area. His reasons were unfounded 
and a member of the Speakers Bureau set him straight. The 
case will be discussed later. 
The value of the Speakers Bureau is adequately 
expressed by the president of the Western Massachusetts 
Electric Company and a vice-president of Yankee, Howard J. 
Cadwell: 
"There are many public misconceptions about 
atomic energy, and the process of setting 
people straight is, to my mind, best accom-
plished through talks followed by question 
and answer periods. This approach is far 
more effective than anything that can be 
printed." 
The Speakers Bureau is an excellent and economical 
means of supplying the demand for speakers. 
Publi& aelations Committee 
Yankee utilizes the resources of the other utility 
companies to reach various publics. As was illustrated, 
the Speakers Bureau is a method of capitalizing on the 
services of utility companies not directly involved with 
the Yankee project. The participating companies of Yankee 
are brought into the Speakers Bureau too, but in order to 
fully use the resources of these companies as well as to 
keep them informed, Yankee established a public relations 
committee with w~. Cadigan as chairman. 
17 
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The committee consists of the public relations 
representative of each of the share owning companies, The 
committee is not a committee in the proper sense of the word; 
18 
that is, a group of persons charged with dealing with a matter 
or problem, It is more of a post office for Yankee's litera-
ture and projects in that the committee's spasmodic meetings 
are held only for the purpose of disseminating literature 
and policies previously formed by the staff, To the best of 
this writer's knowledge, the benefit of their public relatiom 
experience is not utilized, This again illustrates the pre-
dominance of New England Electric's influence, 
It would appear that a valuable source of ideas 
and experience is being overlooked in this case, Periodic 
meetings of this committee, especially in a group discussion 
method, would add a great deal of insight and foresight to 
Yankee's public relations program, with no added expense 
to Yankee, 
Why Yankee Does Hot Use Professional Public Relations 
Organizations 
Mr, Kenneth Allison of Molesworth Associates, a 
public relations firm in Boston specializing in nucleonics, 
electronics, and chemistry, is of the opinion that Yankee 
would never use the services of an organization such as 
his, His reasons are based on the nature of Yankee's 
~~·====~==================================~~=======~b====== 
business. 
"Public relations is so varied and inter-
spersed with other problems at Yankee that 
a department must sit on these problems 
continually." 
Molesworth Associates specialized in problems not 
requiring a complete knowledge of such an intricate organi-
zation as Yankee. Their specialty falls into the category 
of personnel and sales promotion of specific products. 
Yankee agrees with Mr. Allison, and states further 
that their public relations department must be thoroughly 
familiar with the organization and operation of utilities 
in general and of New England utilities in particular. 
The only personnel that could aatisfy these requirements 
were personnel trained within the system itself. 
In Yankee's particular case, presenting the 
utility picture to the public is as important as presenting 
the aspects of nuclear power as a fuel. The public relations 
department must be familiar with every aspect of the organi-
zation. 
The author agrees with Yankee's reasoning. However, 
any attempt on Yankee's part to conduct extensive research 
or survey procedures would require the technical knowledge 
of an outside organization. 
19 
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External Sources of Information Utilized bv Yankee 
There are informal external sources of information 
utilized by Yankee. Advice is continually passed on between 
the public relations departments of almost all the incor-
porated nuclear power plants or their stock owning corpora-
tions. Yankee is often in contact with Consolidated Edison 
of New York and The Power and Development Company of Detroit, 
among others. There are seldom secrets because of the lack 
of competition. Coordination helps everyone. Answers to 
technical questions are secured from Yankee's engineers, 
Westinghouse, Stone and Webster, the Atomic Energy Commis-
sion and other such organizations. 
There is an organization on Madison Avenue in New 
York called the Atomic Industrial Forum Incorporated. It 
is a non-profit membership association incorporated in 1953 
for the purpose of fostering the development and utilization 
of atomic energy for peaceful purposes. In addition to 
providing information of a scientific and technical nature 
the Forum is a fine source of public relations material. 
There have been several Forum reports on the subject, utilizing 
papers and discussions of men with a great deal of experience 
in the fields of public relations and nucleonics. Membership 
in the Forum is reasonable and not restricted. 
-~~~·==~~~=-=·~=~===========-==~·=·======= 
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Although Yankee does not belong to the Forum 
Mr. Cadigan bas attended Forum meetings on public and 
community relations and personally regards the Forum as 
an excellent source of material. He says that the Forum 
is highly regarded throughout the atomic field, but 
states, 
"Since most of Yankee's sponsoring companies 
are already members of the Forum we do not see 
any reason why Yankee itself should join." 
National and Local Advertising 
Yankee does no national or local advertising 
itself. Any reference to Yankee is a result of New 
England Electric System efforts. National advertising 
is handled by the Harold Cabot agency of Boston. Local 
advertising is done on a cooperative basis through the 
Electrical Coordinating Council of New England and is 
handled by the John c. Dowd agency of Boston. Additional 
national publicity is handled by the N. w. Ayer agency 
of New York under the title of America's Independent 
Electric Light and Power Companies. There are some one 
hundred and eighty companies involved in this program, 
the cost of which is divided proportionally. 
The public relations department bas little to 
do with this function within the company other than be-
a source of information itself. 
"" 
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Public Relations Finances 
Yankee has a limited public relations budget. 
They rely on the stock owning companies to absorb all 
the expense that they can, though most of their public 
relations efforts to date have not required any large expense. 
The personnel at Yankee are on the payrolls of 
their respective ( parent ) companies, their duties at 
Yankee being additional to their primary duties. The 
personnel of the Speakers Bureau and the public relations 
committee are likewise on the payrolls of their parent 
companies. 
Literature costs are absorbed by the New England 
Electric System who also supply the office space and 
clerical assistance. 
Obviously the lack of funds restricts the use of 
many resources. Mr. Cadigan blames the cost of plant con-
struction for this lack of funds. He states, 
"You bet your life we are restricted - strictly 
on a money basis. The expense of the plant could be any-
where from fifty to sixty million dollars. Consequently, 
such extras as a public relations program are kept at a 
minimum." 
Mr. Cadigan was asked what Yankee would do public 
relations wise if funds were available. His answers follow: 
~~==9========================================~====== 
1. A concentrated school education program would 
be developed utilizing instruction aids. Yankee believes 
this audience to be one of the best to educate. Their 
curiosity and interest are higher than in most adults, and 
they are more easily impressed. Yankee would like to be 
able to aid in industry's overall science recruiting program 
to attract students to technical careers. 
Currently, schools can only have speakers by request. 
Yankee would prefer to be able to systematically cover every 
school in such a way that every student would be subjected 
to the utility picture and Yankee Atomic. 
Mr. Cadigan made no mention as to a comprehensive 
study of this audience as to their actual composition and 
their thoughts about science. Nor was there any mention as to 
bow such a program's value could be measured and/or improved. 
For completeness these two aspects should be investigated. 
A training program should be developed for per-
sonnel administering the school education project. They 
should not only be familiar with the subject matter but 
be familiar with their audience and its thinking. 
The Speakers Bureau is composed of volunteers from 
the utility companies, people not ordinarily familiar with 
accepted fundamentals of teaching. The members of the 
~~==+====================== 
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Speakers Bureau assigned to this program should be thoroughly 
familiar with training aids, group discussion and group par-
ticipation, especially when dealing with students. 
2. Yankee would pursue speaking engagements rather 
than have speakers on an on-call basis. Currently speakers 
are supplied on request only. A few civic, professional, 
technical and educational organizations have requested 
Speakers Bureau services. To fully realize the value of the 
Speakers Bureau a permanent staff should be organized to 
study New England organizations in scope and purpose, 
establish a system of adequate coverage and advertise their I 
' 
own existence. i 
3. Printed material and its circulation would be I 
expanded. There is literature for employees, stockholders, 
children of school age, and the general public, but on a 
restricted basis. To speculate as to what might be added 
to this program if funds were available would be a well-
staffed editor's office dream. More realistically, a 
mailing list of consumers could be established, four-color 
plates would replace black and white paper, artwork and 
printing would. be improved, and so on. 
Tbe problem actually would be one of developing a 
complete, rather than an excessive, public relations 
program. This would require a study of publics to alow 
--~~·==~======================"========= 
for anticipation of their needs rather than producing 
literature after a public appears. The expansion of any 
of the projects mentioned by Mr. Cadigan would affect the 
literature program. 
4. A touring troupe on a "town meeting" basis would 
be established to bring t,he Yankee story to more towns in 
the Rowe area. The acceptance of Yankee in Rowe"is almost 
unanimous. Yankee believes their success in Rowe was due 
mainly to the presence at town meetings of Yankee officials. 
Such visits allowed direct communication of a personal 
nature. In this way the officials presented Yankee's case 
directly to the townspeople. The lack of funds limits 
Yankee from expanding such a function to areas around Rowe, 
areas that are interested in Yankee by reason of their 
location. Direct communication in this form would help 
lessen the chances of any local unrest, even if already 
small. 
This expansion would appear to be a modification 
of the Speakers Bureau. The same recommendations by the 
author for the Speakers Bureau would apply here. 
5. There would be more scale model exhibits placed 
at fairs, in store windows and at institutions of learning. 
At present some of the share owning companies of Yankee do 
have replicas of the proposed Yankee plant which they 
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occasionally use at speaking engagements. There is also a 
model of the Yankee reactor at the Brussels World Fair, 
but this is sponsored by Westinghouse. 
The addition of such models would aid the members 
of the Speakers Bureau with their presentations, and would 
be a valuable advertisement in such cities and at functions 
as the Brockton (Massachusetts) Fair. 
Careful consideration of the organization of this 
program would be important with the thought in mind of 
placing the exhibits where they would do the most good; 
that is, locations where the viewing public is constantly 
changing. 
6. Institutional advertising would be augmented, 
especially in the New England area. At present New England 
advertising is done on a cooperative basis with other utility 
companies through the Electrical Coordinating Council of New 
England. The emphasis in this program is the combined 
utility companies of New England. Yankee would like to 
present its particular case through advertising with the 
emphasis on Yankee as a pioneer in the nuclear power field 
and bow they will affect New England 1 s power capacity in 
the industrial future. 
Limited Funds -- Effect on Planning 
The lack of funds for public relations affects ~~~4=~~~~~~~~~~===·---··~~-~~-
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Yankee's public relations depart.ent and its ability to 
expand and inform the Yankee audience. It al$0 affects 
planning. These six previously mentioned expansion areas 
have not been 1nveat1gated and studied with any thorough• 
nesa siaply beeau1e such progra .. aust be lmledlately 
rejected lf they are golag to ceat .one7. It is not a 
Etter of analyliag a project or problell and then gettiag 
it flaanced, but rather one of haviao to reject the initial 
Idea 1! !uads are not atailable. 
Yankee is operatlag oa a .taimaa budget of money 
and personnel. Any expaaaion of the preaent work load of 
the public relations depart .. nt would require additional, 
and to tbh writer•a .Snd, a 1110re perll8ae~ non•collateral 
staff. A staff auff1c1entl7 larte enough not only to 
handle tbe mechanics, but to applJ study and established 
sociological and P•Jcbologlcal theerJ to information 
programs. Tbh wovld be ideal. 
However, if aaked whether the Yankee public relatloa1 
staff were doing aa adeqaate job of infor.Sng their public, 
considering Yankee's self·illpOied Uaanclr1l Ulllltadoas, 
this writer'• opinion would be ln the afflriiBtive. 
The expansion projects described by Mr. Cadlgaa are 
certalaly valid and would add t .... surably to the effecttwa. 
ness of Yankee'• public relatloas efforts. However, a word 
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of caution must be inserted. The proper operation of these 
desired expansion points does not hinge solely on an in-
creased budget. Although money may be the present limiting 
factor, the addition of qualified public relations personnel 
in sufficient quantity would also be necessary to the reali-
zation of the full value of these projects. 
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CHAPIER IV 
EDUCATING AND INFORMING PUBLICS 
Informing any of Yankee's publics involves the 
explanation and treatment of matters of a technical and, 
to most, a mysterious nature. The chore bas been hampered 
by the association of nuclear explosions with the mere 
mention of the word atomic. In addition, unfounded opinions 
from writers and editors who have not known the facts have 
been detrimental to information campaigns. 
Thus any information program must present the facts 
and must do so in such a way as to be understood by the 
layman. As the public becomes educated, it is hoped that 
their fears and apprehensions will disappear. 
Yankee bas made it a policy to present all the facts. 
Emqloyees 
The employees in this case are not now employed by 
Yankee. They are· the employees currently working for the 
stock owning companies of Yankee. They will be the source 
of manpower of the Yankee plant. There will be technicians 
~~·\.~=·~~=-~-=-=-=====~~==~~== 
assigned to tbe plant, but they will be experts in nucleonics 
and will be specially trained. 
Yankee's employee information program is currently 
in the form of news and feature releases to the bouse organs 
of the utility companies involved. These releases represent 
coordination by the editors and/or public relations repre-
sentatives of the seven companies having employee publicatiom. 
The remaining companies must use other information methods. 
Some of the more important aspects of Yankee dis-
cussed in these releases are health and safety measures, the 
extent of job automation, job status, insurance facts, unions 
and labor-management policies. 
Yankee employees will not receive their education 
directly through a designed program, but probably through 
parent company channels. 
There are no plans at present to establish a house 
organ specifically for the future employees of the Yankee 
plant. Since the number of personnel to be employed at the 
plant will be about eighty, a house organ directed at this 
group would be financially unsound. The parent companies 
of the personnel at Yankee will send them information in 
various forms, many through their own house organs. 
An example of material produced for employees which 
will probably be distributed to all Yankee personnel in 
~~==~====================~ 
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addition to parent company publications is CONTACT, a monthly 
bouse organ published for the employees and families of the 
New England Electric System. It is edited by Mr. Cadigan 
in his position as publications director for the New England 
Electric System. The magazine contains matters of develoP-
ment, administrative and managerial policies, anecdotes, 
operations of utilities in general and a great deal of 
personnel notes. There are several columns devoted to 
improve readership. 
Cowm•nity Relations in Rowe 
The discussion of the education of public and 
private interests in Rowe must be done together. In a 
town of Rowe's size the two are closely related. 
It is important at this point to describe the 
people of Rowe. 
There is no large business in Rowe. A sawmill, 
one operating farm, a country store and public offices 
supply the only employment in the town. The remainder 
of the wage earners are employed in nearby towns. 
There is no great wealth in the town. Nor is 
there any degree of poverty. The people live modestly 
and have a great deal in common with each other. They are 
a closely knit group of Yankee citizens. 
~===II=====~~~~=~=====~--~-~~ 
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Rowe is also a summer home for almost two hundred 
additional people. This is a big reason for the town 
wanting to remain unchanged. The rusticity drew them there 
and the townspeople do not want to see them leave. 
At the head of the town's officials is the chairman 
of the board of selectmen, John H. Williams Jr. He is 
currently serving his third one-year term in that office. 
Of help to Yankee is the fact that Mr. Williams is married 
to the daughter of the district representative and area 
development man for the New England Electric System, Myron 
A. Newton. This accidental arrangement bas done Yankee no 
harm. Mr. Williams sell real estate and insurance in the 
Rowe area and knows the townspeople intimately. He is 
definitely pro-Yankee and the main opinion leader in the 
area. 
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The public relations department realizes Mr. Williams' 
importance and keeps him informed and up-to-date on all 
events. Mr. Williams is on the mailing list that includes 
the board of directors of Yankee and the public relations 
committee. As a result Mr. Williams receives news releases, 
Atomic Energy Commission reports, and even a copy of the 
Hazard Summary that Yankee continually forwards to the 
AEC stating developments and conditions of safety measures 
at the plant. Members of the working press are sent to 
"~==~==============~====== 
Mr. Williams who usually guides them on a tour of the town 
and the plant site. Mr. Williams also passes information 
back to Yankee and the Speakers Bureau. 
Mr. Williams is made to feel a part of the Yankee 
public relations effort. He enjoys it and is a valuable 
member of the public relations network. 
Yankee informs R9we of its intentions. The select-
men of Rowe were officially informed about Yankee's inten-
tions about July 1, 1956. Prior to that the townspeople 
bad only an indication of the possibility that a nuclear 
power plant might be constructed in their town. They knew 
that New England Electric had been buying additional land 
adjacent to the Sherman plant and that New England utilities 
bad been discussing a joint nuclear project. Land trans-
actions were kept confidential for financial reasons. The 
townspeople's deductions led them to expect that Rowe would 
be the site of Yankee. 
The selectmen naturally passed the information to 
the townspeople. It was done in an informal manner but it 
prepared the people for a town meeting with officials of 
Yankee. 
On July 7, 1956 a town meeting was held. The event 
was Old Home Day, an annual event sponsored by the people 
of Rowe. This meeting was the medium for the first planned 
c~"-===11============== ~~~ ~= 
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education of the townspeople, Attending the meeting were 
technical and administrative personnel of Yankee beaded by 
Mr. Howard J. Cadwell, vice president and a member of the 
board of directors of Yankee. Their purpose was to meet 
the people of Rowe, explain the Yankee organization and 
alleviate any fears by answering all questions thoroughly and 
honestly. The notification to the selectmen was the only 
preparation the town bad for this meeting, 
Every safety feature was thoroughly discussed. 
Questions of employment, population additions, construction 
of the plant, and benefits to the community were answered. 
In addition, a replica of the proposed Yankee plant was 
placed on exhibit in the town library, According to Yankee 
officials, Old Home Day was a success, Acceptance of Yankee 
was almost unanimous. There was no opposition to Yankee's 
moving into Rowe, 
There have been many meetings of a similar nature 
since that time. Some of the more notable ones were a 
meeting of the Western Massachusetts Fire Wardens' Associa-
tion, several Grange meetings, and the Western Massachusetts 
Press Day. Complete information bas been the policy at 
every meeting, Safety and health officials in Rowe have 
received information pertinent to their interests, 
To illustrate the value of making all the facts 
~~· ==~====================~ 
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known in such a case, Mr. Cadwell of Western Massachusetts 
Electric writes: 
"These people (of Rowe) have a realistic and 
enlightened attitude toward Yankee, I believe 
this to be a product of complete information 
and substantial familiarity with the project 
and its purposes. Same old story -- when people 
know enough about a big technological advance, 
their misgivings fade away." · 
Once in a while misgivings do not fade away. Com-
plete acceptance is a difficult achievement. Unfortunately 
a few misgivings can affect the attitudes of those previously 
won over, Yankee's answer and insurance is the Speakers 
Bureau, An example of their value in such a case follows, 
as explained by Selectman Williams. 
An example of oublic apprehension. Shortly after 
Yankee's establishment in Rowe a priest in a neighboring 
town began expressing his views on the pollution of the 
Deerfield River, Yankee's water supply. He aroused concern 
in many people about a subject that bad been previously 
explained to most of them. It was this man's erroneous 
belief that the river could be contaminated with radioactive 
material from the Yankee plant. He believed that this 
contamination would find its way into the products of the 
Deerfield Glassine Company located on the banks of the 
Deerfield River. The product referred to was specially 
treated paper used for wrapping bread, Thus the population 
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using the bread would be ~laced in grave danger. 
Word got to the S~eakers Bureau and one of its 
members made it an immediate point to explain to the ~riest 
the facts of tbe matter. Contamination of the Deerfield 
River would be impossible because of planned safety measures. 
The misbelief and bad ~ublicity was stopped immediately. It 
could have been damaging. 
Such information ~olicies have led Mr. Williams 
to write: 
"When Yankee's plans were announced three 
years ago, there was some apprehension among 
the townspeople regarding the radiation 
hazards and the general effect of an "atomic" 
plant in the area (real estate values, etc.). 
The personnel of Yankee have done a good job 
of their public relations by concentrating on 
public information and education programs. I 
think I can truthfully say that all these early 
fears have disappeared and, at the present time, 
Yankee is regarded as a welcome addition ·to the 
town and to the town's economy." 
Suryeying public opinion, An important aspect of 
informing and educating publics is to know how and wbat 
the ~ublic thinks. This can be done by research as in the 
case of Consolidated Edison of New York. 
The Consolidated Edison Company of New York, 
Incorporated, sup~lies electric power to the New York City 
area (the Bronx, Manhattan, Queens, Brooklyn), and West-
chester County, immediately north of New York City. 
="" ===#=============-~=-~~~=~"~ 
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Consolidated Edison entered the nuclear power field about 
the same time as did the participating utilities of Yankee. 
Their project is the Indian Point Nuclear Plant located in 
Westchester County. 
For some years Consolidated Edison bas been checking 
public opinion in the form of biennial public surveys. They 
are conducted by Alfred Politz Research Incorporated, and 
are intended as a check on public relations progress and as 
a guide to future conduct. 
According to A. Bryan Marvin, assistant director 
of Consolidated Edison's public information bureau, the 
company bas felt that their Indian Point plant is a subject 
that should not be heavily merchandised. Their public 
information group would rather be in a position to satisfy 
public curiousity rather than to force information on the 
public. 8 
Atomic energy was introduced into the survey in 
1955. The questions on the subject were designed to probe 
individual feelings about the company and its low-pressure 
approach to the subject of nuclear power.9 
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On an entirely seperate par~ of the questionnaire 
the company found that only twenty~five percent of the 
individuals in its service area favored the developement of 
atomic energy by private enterprise when this question was 
based on the grounds of ideology terms of benefit to 
mankind, industry and utilities, and the utilities's view-
point on government control -- but when the questioner 
prefaced his inquiry by stating that Consolidated Edison was 
interested in using atomic energy and then asked if the 
respondent thought it was a good idea, sixty percent of 
those questioned thought it was. 
The difference between twenty-five percent and sixty 
percent would indicate that an appeal or a public information 
program should be based on the local identification of the 
company and its reputation rather than on terms of ideology. 
When the twenty-two percent of the respondents who 
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bad previously indicated an awareness of Consolidated Edison's 
work in the atomic field were asked if they thought it was a 
good idea, eighty-four percent thought it was, ten percent 
were undecided, and six percent did not consider it a good 
idea. Six percent is close to an irreducible minimum. 
These figures again indicate the importance of 
associating atomic energy with a reputable company rather than 
as an ideal. This is the policy at Consolidated Edison of 
I 
I 
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New York. 10 
Asked if it was a good idea that Consolidated Edison 
utilize atomic energy, residents of Consolidated Edison's 
service area, excluding Westchester County, answered 59 percent 
yes, 6.8 percent no, and 34.2 percent undecided. Then resi-
dents of Westchester, the plant site, answered 75.6 percent )liS, 
8 percent no and 16.4 percent undecided. 
These figures would further indicate that favorable 
reaction exists towards Consolidated Edison•s atomic venture 
in a solid majority of the people. 
The increase to 75.6 percent in Westchester in favor 
of Consolidated Edison's venture in atomic energy is some 
indication of the low pressure program as adopted by Con-
solidated Edison in that county. 
The people who believed it to be a good idea that 
Consolidated Edison produce electricity from atomic energy 
were asked why they thought so. Their answers appear in 
the following table as extracted directly from the Alfred 
Politz Research, Incorporated report to Consolidated Edison. 
,.,----
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TABLE I 
REASONS WHY IT IS A GOOD IDEA FOR CONSOLIDATED EDISON TO PRODUCE 
ELECTRICITY FROM ATOMIC ENERGY 
(Based on heads of households who believe it to be a good 
that Consolidated Edison is doing this.) 
Why do you think 
it is a good 
idea? 
by PLACE OF RESIDENCE 
All heads 
of households 
Cheaper rates 
Experienced company, 
have the ability. 
Give good service, 
lllOre efficient. 
Best company, 
good reputation. 
Should be developed, 
progress is good. 
Atomic energy will 
benefit everyone. 
Better to make elec-
tricity than bombs. 
Conserve other fuel, 
save our resources. 
It's a good idea if •• 
(if it helps people, 
if it's cheaper, etc.) 
Private industry is 
better than government. 
Other answers 
Don't know 
Total 
% 
9.3 
12.2 
5.8 
1.8 
3.4 
9.9 
109.2 
Place of 
4 boroughs 
% 
41.0 
8.8 
11.4 
10.6 
3.3 
1.7 
5.6 
1.8 
3.2 
10.1 
residence 
Westchester 
% 
21.5 
3.5 
3.9 
7.8 
2.0 
5.3 
..iJ..1.. 
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These figures again measure the effect of Consoli-
dated Edison's program in Westchester as compared to their 
program in the four boroughs. The Westchester public per-
centages differ from the percentages of the four buroughs, 
the remainder of the service area, in the following major 
ways: 
1. Fewer people put as much importance on cheaper 
rates. Consolidated Edison emphasizes that the public will 
not benefit economically for some years to come. 
2. More people believed that company ability is 
important. Again, a strong point in Consolidated Edison's 
programming. 
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3. More people believed in the importance of progress 
and developement in the field. Consolidated Edison agrees. 
These are strong points in Consolidated Edison's 
low pressure information program throughout its service 
area, and as it is more directed in Westchester County. 
An additional measurement is the fact that more 
people in Westchester are aware that Consolidated Edison 
is in the atomic energy field, 29.3 per cent to 21.6 per 
cent in the four buroughs. However, the composition of 
Westchester's population may affect these figures. The 
facts that their intelligence is higher (TABLE III) and that 
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occupation groups such as advertising, media and management 
are common would indicate a higher sensitivity to news. 
The publics were asked who they thought should 
produce electricity from atomic energy -- private power 
companies, government, or both. They answered in the 
following manner: 
TABLE II 
four buroughs Westchester 
% % 
Private power companies 24.3 35.1 
Government 31.8 35.3 
Both 12.4 15.4 
Don't know 31.5 14.2 
100.0 100.0 
As significant as the program's effect on the in-
crease in favor of power companies is the fact that the 
percentage of those who didn't know in Westchester was less 
than half of the same category found in the four buroughs. 
At least they are forming an opinion. 
However, the percentage of those favoring govern-
ment control in Westchester and in the four buroughs 
being so close should cause Consolidated Edison a good 
deal of concern. Especially since the percentage of those 
in favor of private control in Westchester is the same as 
those in favor of government control. These figures indicate 
that something more should be done since Consolidated Edison's 
position is by no means secure. 
Nevertheless the results of the atomic energy section 
of the survey confirmed Consolidated Edison's belief that 
their low-pressure public information program was effective. 
They are continuing this policy. 
It is this writer's opinion that some check should 
be made to test the value of a stronger campaign, possibly 
with a test community. Although the current program is 
bringing apparent results, better results might be achieved. 
On the other hand, Consolidated Edison appears to be satisfied 
with their campaign. 
The Consolidated Edison survey as applied to Yankee. 
The following compares Westchester and Franklin Counties' popu-
lations and economic standings: 
TABLE III 
Westchester Franklin 
Area in square miles 435 707 
Population 1940 573,000 50,000 
Population 1950 626,000 52,000 
Non--whites 6% less than .5% 
Foreign born 13% less than 5% 
Average years of education 12 11 
~====~======================== 
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Highest percent of 
type of employment 
Median income 
TABLE III {cont.) 
Westchester 
Manufactu-
ring, 15% 
$3700 
Franklin 
Farmers and 
craftsmen, 29% 
$2500 
These figures, from the 1950 census, give weight to 
Consolidated Edison•s reasons why a check on public opinion 
is worthwhile in their case. Westchester's population is 
continually growing and changing. There was a ten percent 
increase in population from 1940 to 1950 and a sixteen 
percent increase from 1950 to 1957 {626,000 to 744,000). 
Six percent of the population is non-white and thirteen 
percent is foreign born. This rapidly growing and mixed 
population can easily change their viewpoint in a short time. 
It is an unstable public. In addition, the high median 
income, the predominance of industrial employment, and their 
high degree of education would indicate a more comprehensive 
and independent mode of thought. 
Yankee did not survey the oublic of Rowe. How does 
Yankee's decision not to survey Franklin County's population 
compare with Consolidated Edison's viewpoint? 
Yankee officials state that even if funds were 
available a public survey would be of little value to them 
~~==~========~==================== 
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in Franklin County. They state that the population has 
been stable for many years. There was only a five percent I 
increase in number from 1940 to 1950. There is less than 
five percent of the population that is nonwhite and foreign 
born. Farmers and craftsmen represent the largest percent 
of those employed. 
This is the stable, Republican, Protestant, Yankee 
population that Yankee is confronted with in Franklin County. 
A public that Yankee is positive they know not only because 
of its stable nature but because of the fact that New England 
Electric has been operating and employing within the county 
since 1927. In their opinion they have had a thumb on the 
pulse of Franklin County for many years. 
This writer agrees that a survey would not be of 
value to Yankee in Franklin County. In addition to Yankee's 
reasons for not conducting a survey one might say that the 
population is widely dispersed, the education level is not ab-
normally high and the population is not of a migratory 
nature. These characteristics would add to Yankee's de-
scription of Rowe as being stable. 
Consumer or General Public 
The direct consumers are the participating compan-
ies themselves. These companies will purchase electricity 
from Yankee in proportion to their stock ownership. 
What about the person who turns the lights on at 
business and home? He is the consumer of importance here. 
Most consumers have little or no idea bow power reaches 
them in the first place. They just. pay the bills and turn 
on the switch. 
The same mental effort applies to all utility 
services that people take for granted. The public bas a 
difficult time understanding the complications of electricity 
let alone the added mystery of a new power source. Many 
people are not interested in technical matters. Mr. Cadigan 
states that this problem bas confronted electric power 
companies since they began and tbe problem bas never really 
been solved. A continual effort is made to explain tech-
nical matters in easily understood terms. 
There is a small part of the public that is inter-
ested and a large part of industry that must be interested 
for financial reasons. This public is the important public 
for they will be the backbone of future New England growth. 
A growth important to the utilities if they are to con-
tinue to expand themselves. 
The responsibility lies on the shoulders of these 
utilities to inform this public. In this particular case 
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it is the responsibility of Yankee to make sure the utility 
companies have the proper material to present. Yankee has 
a great influence on what ultimately reaches these people. 
Fortunately the organization of utilities in this 
country helps Yankee exchange necessary information. By 
law there is no competition between privately owned 
electric companies. Each company operates in a defined 
area within certain laws and regulations. If there were 
companies competing within one area the cost of duplication 
would be painful to the direct consumer or general public. 
In addition, competing firms can dissolve for any reason 
they choose. Such a condition in the utility field would 
seriously threaten business and the public who must have 
a continuous and dependable supply of electric power. 
The lack of competition lends itself to a high 
degree of information exchange. 
What in substance must this public be informed of? 
Yankee believes it to be the following: 
Yankee is the New England pioneer in the field of 
nuclear power. As such it is taking the first step in 
advancing New England's position as a tremendous industrial 
area. To what better place to entice technical industry 
than to the center of the world's educational resources? 
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In addition New England will be able to compete for in-
dustry with locations that are near large centers of con-
ventional fuel supplies. 
Yankee also has the obligation to the public to 
present the facts about nuclear energy and its uses. 
Especially the fact that nuclear energy will not make life 
completely comfortable and that it will not be the panacea 
that solves all problems. 
The situation in nuclear power is similiar to the 
aircraft industry at its beginning. There were many ex-
treme ideas about flight, many of them full of fear. 
Acceptance must be the target of the public 
information program 
Educating the public about Yankee has been hampered 
until now by the simple fact that there bas been nothing 
tangible to see. Until A~ril 1 1958 the only work done at 
the site had been surveying and foundation laying, little 
to indicate the newness and immensity of the project. As 
soon as construction above ground begins Yankee will have 
something to show the public and will no longer have to 
rely on blueprints, speeches, legal and financial com-
plications as their main news effort. Pictures, even if 
only of the first stages of progress, will reach and in-
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terest more of the public. 
In connection with this statement an example of 
increased public interest is illustrated in the "side-
walk superintendents" platform located at the plant site. 
Attendance has increased by two hundred percent in the last 
two months as construction has risen steadily above ground. 
To be considered is the fact that the first visitors are 
themselves advertisers whose word of mouth has added many 
a subsequent visitor. Nevertheless, the more there is to 
see the more the public will pay attention. This is so 
with literature too. 
A Sample of 9ubl!c knowledge. A survey was conducted 
recently by the Western Massachusetts Electric Company, a 
part owner of Yankee, in tbe.Western part of Massachusetts. 
The survey revealed that the further away the public is 
from the Yankee plant the less their knowledge is of the 
subject. Almost one hundred percent of the people within 
fifteen miles of Rowe were aware of Yankee's existence 
while sixty miles away only forty percent of the public 
knew that New England had an entry in the atomic energy 
field. Only seven percent used the name Yankee. The public's 
knowledge of the subject in are~ over one hundred miles 
away was almost non existent. 
This distribution of the percentages in the general 
="---~=F==~~==========~==~ 
public is a result of two obvious but important facts. 
First, Yankee's main public information efforts are 
centered around the plant site area. Local acceptance 
and education is the main point of this program. Second, 
the public's interest is affected by the degree of per-
sonal and community relationship with the plant. 
The survey, although not very extensive, would 
indicate that there is still a great deal of public infor-
mation work to be done in the general public area. It 
would further indicate that a more comprehensive study 
of the public's thoughts should precede any extensive 
plans for public information expansion. 
Public opinion and goyernment control of utilities. 
It is worthwhile at this point to mention briefly 
government control of utilities as affected by public 
opinion. 
Public opinion, in tbe form of the vote, can 
change the ownership of utilities from private to govern-
ment hands since all privately owned utilities operate 
under franchise regulations. Franchises can be removed 
by voters. However, if private utilities can keep the con-
sumer happy their position will be enhanced. 
At present twenty-one percent of electricity 
purchasers are supplied by government controlled agencies 
such as the Tennessee Valley Authority, municipal utility 
companies, power districts, and state projects.ll 
Although the possibility of change of ownership 
exists, it is seldom encountered in the New England area. 
As a matter of fact, Mr. Cadigan states that there is a 
possibility of four municipally owned electric companies 
in Massachusetts changing to private control by public vote. 
They are the municipally owned electric companies of Holden, 
Shrewsbury, Paxton and West Boylston. These companies may 
change ownership for either or both of the following reasons: 
the addition of taxable revenue in the community; and the 
more efficient operation of the company by reason of being 
part of a larger system. 
In New England the advantages of private control 
are usually presented to the public through the Electric 
Coordinating Council of New England. This viewpoint is 
presented to the public in institutional advertising form. 
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It bas been presented to the government on several occasions. 
For instance, Irwin L. Moore, president of the New England 
Electric System, presented private industry's view to the 
11 I Jant tg Know About tbe Electrjc Industry t 
Edison Electric Iristitution of New York, 1958, lOth edition. 
Commission on Organization of the Executive Branch of the 
Government in 1954. His presentation included views on 
government bureaucracy~ tbeuse of private utility taxes 
to aid competing government power~ government waste versus 
private efficiency, the threat of the Federal Power Act 
that provides the government with the right to take proP" 
erties after a certain period, and the advantages of private 
initiative. 
The absence of municipal action to secure utilities 
in the New England area and in some cases the change of eon-
trol from municipal to private bands can be credited in part 
to such institutional efforts. 
Could the introduction of nuclear power to the 
New England scene affect public opinion in the line of 
private versus government control of utilities? Possibly, 
if the public only bears of the ailitary uses of nuclear 
power. But private industries focus attention on the peace-
ful uses of nuclear power and, to the best of this author's 
knowledge, never take a public stand on the military or 
testing hazards of nuclear power. They try to avoid con-
troversy. 
There is no education of the federal government 
~~==F=======~~============== 
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by Yankee other than in technical reports. There are no 
public relations efforts directed at the federal government. 
To the contrary the Atomic Energy Commission is one source 
of information utilized by the public relations de~artment. 
In addition to AEC ~ress releases the agency bas established 
stock film footage of an unclassified nature that is avail-
able u~on request. Yankee bas not used these films due to 
their technical nature. This source is, however, occasionally 
examined for any films that might be ada~ted to a Yankee 
audience. 
Yankee deals with many other government agencies 
but mainly on the top management level 
Officials and agencies of the state of Massachusetts 
have received a great deal of information from the Yankee 
public relations de~artment. The Governor's Office, the 
House and Senate, the state ~olice1 the Atomic Energy 
Commission, the De~artment of Fish and Game, and state 
health officials have all received information ~ertinent 
to their jurisdiction and interests. Most of these officials 
are on the ~ublic relations mailing list ~reviously men-
tioned. Such information includes construction ~rogress 
reports, health and safety measures, and conservation 
procedures. 
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In addition, representatives of these agencies 
were invited to the public relations office of Yankee 
to ask about and discuss any matters that they wished. 
Yankee encountered no problems. 
Massachusetts is one of the few states that has 
established an Atomic Energy Commission of its own. Its 
function is to investigate and invite atomic industrial 
developement and acceptance within the state. 
In the area of public service a closer association 
between Yankee and the Atomic Energy Commission would seem 
advisable. The potential public relations value of such 
an association would appear formidable. Utilities would 
certainly benefit from any industrial growth in the New 
England area. 
There was no legal necessity to deal with the 
officials of Franklin County but their education and 
information was similiar to that in Rowe. County officials 
were invited to all of Rowe's meetings and progressed with 
and accepted Yankee as did the people of Rowe. John 
Williams of Rowe was again i~ortant for he was in co~ 
tinual contact with the county officials. 
-"'===91===========~ 
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CHAPTER V 
FIJTURE PUBLIC RELATIONS PLANS 
A great deal of Yankee~s public relations decisions 
delt with problems as they arose. 
1. The Speakers Bureau ~ formed to satisfy the 
growing demand for speakers. 
2. The public relations committee ~ established to 
facilitate the supply of information to Yankee~s participa~ 
ing COIIJ!>anies. 
3. The absence of opinion research ~ since no 
problem was apparant a survey was rejected. 
4. Yankee officials at Old Home Day .- done to edu-
cate the uninformed public of Yankee~s intentions. 
These four examples illustrate that Yankee seldom 
looked for problem areas but chose to solve them as they 
arose. 
Many public relations efforts will be continued. 
For instance, the Speakers Bureau~ the "Sidewalk Super-
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intendent,.s" \)latformt the forwarding of information to 
Rowe's officials, the exchanging of information with other 
nuclear eower elants, and the maintenance of communications 
between particieating companies. 
News releases and speaking engagements will be 
augmented with photographs of the plant's progress as 
they become available. 
New Projects 
Prnqress fjlm0 Yankee plans to inform its publics 
in several new ways. 
Yankee, together with the Westinghouse Coreoration 
and Stone and Webster, have begun a no~technical erogress 
film on Yankee's eower plant developement in Rowe 0 It will 
cover the construction progress of the plant from beginning 
to end 0 
At eresent the uses of the film by the three 
companies will be different, the details of which have 
not yet been worked out 0 Apparantly the reasons were 
sufficient as they stood for aeproval of the project. 
Westinghouse plans to use the film, or parts of it, in 
their national advertising program. Stone and Webster 
will use it as a record of their work and possibly could 
direct it at future clients. Yankee plans to show it to 
""-= ==-#====·======""==== == 
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utility e~loyees and, u~on request, to various civic 
grou~s. The purpose will be, in Yankee's case, to show 
what the Yankee Atomic Electric Company is, how it was 
built, and through the sound portion, to tell its importance 
as an addition to New England's growing power field. 
Portions of the film could well be adapted for television. 
The film will be in technicolor and the 15 thousand 
dollar cost will be equally divided three ways. 
Since the ~lant site, and consequently the film, 
will not be completed until early 1960, a plan bas been 
established to realize some benefit from the film prior to 
its completion. The film will be divided into three parts in 
such a manner that the first section will be available for 
use in 1959, the second section early in 19601 and the third 
early in 1961. These segments could be of use to speakers 
and as news clips for television. 
The three sections of the film will be edited to 
form a 25 to 30 minute ~resentation • 
. Tunjor high apd bjgb school edur.at jon ~rowam. Prior 
to the summer of 1959 Yankee plans to start a moderate 
junior high and high school education program. 
The themes of the program are the Yankee Atomic 
Electric Company and tbe introduction of tbe student to 
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the atom as a source of electrical ~ower. 
Deslgp 0 The program is designed in lecture form. 
The s~eaker, in most cases a member of the S~eakers Bureau, 
will operate from a kit prepared by the Yankee public r~ 
lations department. The kit will contain a general outline, 
the General Electric film "A is for Atom", a scale model 
of the Yankee plant, a souvenier or gimmick that the students 
kee~, and various demonstration aids. In addition there will 
be a brief questionnaire that the students complete and r~ 
turn to Yankee. Yankee hopes to use the questionnaire as 
an evaluation tool or check. 
A question is raised as to Yankee's choice of the 
lecture form of presentation. Apparantly no other form has 
been considered. The uniqueness of the subject would appear 
to lend itself more advantageously to group discussion or 
~articipation procedures. 
In connection with the Yankee theme of the program 
the following ~oints will be illustrated. 
1. Yankee's location and plant operation. This ~oint 
is meant to familiarize the student with the plant site in 
ho~es that he may visit the area, ~referably with his parent~ 
In addition, the o~eration of the plant will be ex~lained 
in simplified form from beginning to end. 
~~==~==========================-=-=---=--=-==~===== 
2. Safety measures incorporated in the plant. The 
emphasis will be that Yankee's nuclear power plant differs 
from a standard hydroelectric plant only as far as the fuel 
is concerned. The danger involved to the public and the 
employees is less than in the standard safe plant because 
of the excessive safety measures adopted. 
3. Yankee and its connection with the New England 
Electric System. This will be a brief explanation as to 
Yankee's formation and why the utility companies in New 
England decided to cooperate on the venture. 
4. Yankee as a pioneer in the nuclear power field 
and bow nuclear power will affect the student in tears to 
come. Yankee will introduce their prognostication as to 
the future of nuclear power and its affect on New England 
as an industrial area. 
The introduction of the students to the workings of 
the atom will involve a brief description of the atom and 
its structure. 
The Yankee theme is the dominating theme of the two. 
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The responsibility for the content of the presentation 
and the coordination of the program is assigned to the 
assistant director of public relations, Mr. Louis DeAngelis. 
Mr. DeAngelis was asked why Yankee planned such a program. 
~ 
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WhY the B'Pora• wp§ formed. First• as stated 
~reviously~ Yankee feels it a ~ublic service obligation 
to bel~ focus attention and gain student interest in tech" 
nical careers. Mr Cadigan stated that the emphasis was 
on neither Yankee or utilities. This would a~pear to be 
somewhat inconsistent since the ~redominant theme of the 
program is the Yankee Atomic Electric Company. There is 
no disagreement as to the validity of the theme but with 
the inconsistency of the state~nt about public service. 
The second reason for the program is somewhat in 
question~ not by the author but by Messrs. Cadigan and 
DeAngelis. Mr. DeAngelis states that the students are 
~otential customers of nuclear power and as such should 
be familiar with the basic structure and operation of 
nuclear power plants such as Yankee~s. On the other hand 
Mr 4 Cadigan states that the students will use electricity 
in any case and will care little about its source as long 
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as they can turn on the lights. There are valid considerations 
to both opinions but it would appear that Mr. Cadigan is 
admitting some weakness in the utilities~ information 
programs if such a feeling exists in the public. Mre 
DeAngelis, on the other hand, might agree as to the existence 
of such public feeling but thinks that such a program as 
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this• presenting the Yankee picture to a potential young 
customer, might aid in changing that public attitude. The 
author agrees with Mr. DeAngelis. 
It would also appear that the audience of students 
was chosen because of their receptiveness. curiosity, and 
the fact that they are in a stage of mental developement 
that is susceptible to impression. Mr. Cadigan has stated 
that utilities have always had a difficult time getting 
the public interested in their education and information 
programs. The establishment of sucb a program would indicate 
that utilities are beginning to focus their information 
programs on the student before be becomes an uninterested 
adult. 
Checkjng studegt reactjon• This education prOM 
gra~ complete except for the souvenier, has been tested 
in the school system of Randolph, Massachusetts. The prow 
gram was presented to and accepted by the school board 
of Randolph and a schedule was arranged for Yankee in the 
junior high and schools of pre college level. 
In addition to the school board~s endorsement of the 
program the questionnaires indicated to Yankee officials 
a high degree of student interest. 
Another test program is being planned for the 
"~-~-=~====================== 
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Worcester~ Massachusetts area sometime in the latter 
part of 1958. 
Mr. DeAngelis was asked bow studies or surveys 
might aid in a more accurate description of the audience 
and their attitude towards the program. He is aware of 
such studies as The Image pf the Scjentist Among Hjgh 
5Ghop! §tudepts by Dr • Margaret Mead and Dr • Rhoda Metraux 
for the American Association for the Advancement of Science. 
This study was done with the theme that there is a 
great deal of disparity between the large amount of effort 
and money devoted to interesting young people in careers as 
scientists or engineers and the small amount of information 
available on the attitudes of those young people have 
towards science and scientists.12 
This study revealed what the authors consider an 
"official" image that the high school students hold towards 
the scientist. In this image the scientist is seen as 
essential to natural life; be is brilliant~ dedicated~ 
devoted, and resourceful. One might conclude at this point 
that this attitude was all that could be desired. 
However~ the study goes deeper than the "official" 
12or. Margaret Mead~ Dr. Rhoda Metraux, Image of the 
Scientist Among High School Students~ Science~ Vol. 126, 
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image. When the .. students were asked about their choice 
of personal careers or marriage prospects their attitudes 
towards science and scientists were highly negative. 
The authors state that these negative attitudes 
are directly related to certain teaching practices and the 
influence of mass media. In both instances the human r~ 
wards of science~ working in groups~ sharing common prob-
lems~ and that scientists are not isolated cogs in a machine 
have not been sufficiently stressed .• 
It is Yankee~s belief that approval by the school 
board and the returns of the student questionnaire are 
sufficiently revealing of this audience. 
The questionnaire. wbich may be revised somewhat 
later~ appears below. 
1. The name of New Englandts first 
COJIIj>any is _._.._ 
2. a. Consolidated Edison 
atomic electric 
a. Consolidated 
Edison 
h. Duquesne 
c 0 Yankee 
h. Duquesne is being 
c 0 Yankee built in ______ ~a. Rowet Mass. 
h. Rutland~ Vt. 
c. Stowe~ N Jl. 
i: 
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3. There are --lJ.o 10 companies who own 
1
,
1
 
h. 9 Atomic Electric Company 
c. 8 a. Consolidated Edison 
11
. 
h. Duquesne 
c. Yankee 
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4. What I liked best about the program. 
a.Movie," A is for Atom " 
b.Mystery light bulb 
c.Color charts 
d.Yankee story 
Please send me ( choice of several small souveniers ) 
The questionnaire is a self addressed card with 
Yankee's address on the sta~ side. 
An analysis of the questionnaire leads the author 
to make the following statements: 
1. The questionnaire is far below any junior high 
high school level of intelligence. 
2. The questionnaire in no way could indicate an 
appraisal of audience reaction or interest. It only indicates 
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whether the student heard the word Yankee in the presentation. 
3. The actual student interest is affected by the 
introduction of a free souvenier if the student returns the 
questionnaire. This could only indicate an interest in the 
souvenier and as such affects any a~praisal of student 
interest. 
4. The theme of technical careers is not mentioned 
in the questionnaire. 
For these reasons the author believes this question-
naire is not a valid appraisal of student reaction to 
Yankee or the pursuit of technical interest. It even 
fails to bring out what Dr • Mead refers to as the "official" 
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o~inion 1 to say nothing of what dee~er feelings the 
students may have had. 
Any revision of this questionnaire for evaluation 
purposes would have to be on a .ore personal basis and 
directed at a .uch higher level of educated mind. 
The author realizes the value of the questionnaire 
in that the student does bring it home and probably tells 
at least his immediate family about it. 
E3Pense and e3Pansipp 0 The matter of ex~ense will 
again limit the application of this program. Currently the 
kit costs a little more than four hundred dollars 1 the 
print "A is for Atom" being the main ex~ense. The time 
and expense of the speaker will be absorbed by the ~arent 
co~any. The program will be on request only. 
The ex~ansion of this program does not appear to 
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rest entirely on limited finds. It would appear that the value 
could be in question by Yankee officials, especially since 
the ~ublic relations department disagrees internally on 
the reason for its existence. If the value of the ~rogram can 
be illustrated by either a revised questionnaire or a very 
high request for the program from various schools then 
management might establish it as one of its prime public 
information methods regardless of the increase in expense. 
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Relations are a~parantly so stable in Rowe that 
no future ~ublic relations efforts are deemed necessary 
in the foreseeable future. The ~olicy of keeping Rowe 
informed through the selectmen and the town library 
will be continued. 
Use of Mass Media 
The quantity of news releases will increase as 
construction ~rogresses. The more visible evidence of 
Yankee's existence the more newsworthy it will be. 
Until the summer of 1958 Yankee news releases 
consisted of construction ~lans, artists' sketches. Rowe 
as the ~lant site, legal and financial as~ects of Yankee's 
for~tion, and Yankee as a pioneering organization in the 
nuclear ~ower field in New England. Such items appeal to a 
s~ll segment of the ~ublic as they often involve ~tters 
difficult for the average person to understand. A great 
deal of the ~ublic is interested only in the tangible 
develo~ement of such a ~roject 0 Now that the progress and 
develo~ement of Yankee can be augmented by ~ictures, news 
sources will become more aware of Yankee's existence. 
The use of ~hotogra~hy will ~ke available the 
median of television. Still and motion pictures will be 
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sent to all New England stations as ~rogress on the ~lant 
continues. There is no such ~rogram in detail as yet since 
the first shots have not been made. Yankee does not plan 
to purchase news time but they will rely on the newsworthi" 
ness of the prokect. 
Cere.anies at Yankeets o~ening day ( early 1960 ) 
have not as yet been considered. Since Yankee will be the 
first nuclear power plant in New England dignitaries from 
this area will no doubt be re~resentative of many interests. 
This effort will ~robably be the biggest news event the 
~ublic relations de~artment will ever have. It should 
function well under Mr. Gadigan's guidance. 
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CHAPTER VI 
CONCUJSIONS 
1. What is Yankee~s main ~ublic relations ~olicy? 
It a~~ears that the ~olicy is one of supplying a 
demand rather than creating one. Public relations efforts 
and ~rograms are mainly a result of necessity, not of 
desire. 
For instance, the Speakers Bureau was established 
to ease the burden on Yankee officials. Its services are 
still on a request only basis and advertising is by word 
of JIIOuth. 
The "Sidewalk Su~erintendent's" platform was erected 
to keep visitors in a central viewing spot. Literature was 
not started for this program until after requests increased. 
The lack of any ~ublic survey indicates the absence 
of a firm means of a~praisal of ~ossible public reaction. 
These three exa~les are clear illustrations of 
what Mr • Cadigan means when be says"~lay it by ear •" It is 
a ~olicy of dealing with problems after they appear rather 
than establishing a program that would tend to decrease 
potential problem areas. 
-"'·"=· ===4=============·· . - ..... 
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2. Why does this policy exist? 
Utilities are non co~etetive by law operating 
within franchises~ rights to operate granted by federal~ 
state• and local governments. Consequently~ any reduction 
in cost allows utility co~anies to communicate with the 
public consumer~ tbe voter. where tbey think it is ~DSt 
important • on the electric bill. 
Such extras. in tbeir opinion, like public relations 
must be kept at a minimum. Tbis is especially true at 
Yankee where the ultimate project cost cannot as yet be 
determined. 
In addition the Yankee public relations department 
will no longer function as such shortly after the plant 
begins operation. The plant will be treated like any 
standard electric power plant in the system. As a result 
the public relations of Yankee will be absorbed by the 
public relations network of the owning co~anies. This lack 
of permanence of the department does not aid the permanence 
of public relations policy. 
3. Is there any indication of a change of policy? 
The only indication of a change might be illustrated 
in Yankeets adoption of a junior high and high school 
education program. The program was not created to satisfy 
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any immediate demand. Although the ~rogram may be on a 
request basis only it seems to be the first ~rogram to 
~roject itself beyond the immediate future. Unfortunately 
even this indication of thinking ahead has not been car~ 
fully thought through and contains many weaknesses. 
40 Has Yankee's public relations ~rogram been 
successful ? 
From management's vie~oint it bas been. Their 
measurement of this success being the uno~posed location 
of Yankee in Rowe. The remainder of their activities 
again have been measured by the fact that the major pro~ 
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!ems that appeared were dis~ensed with with little difficulty. 
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From the author~ vie~oint it has been successful 
as far as it bas gone. To be considered are the existing 
limitations of funds and personnel. 
However% it would appear that Yankee met no real 
test with any of their ~roblems. They chose Rowe for its 
remoteness to lessen the chance of public consternation. 
As stated before, Yankee predicts that simil~.ar plants 
will someday be located within cities. If this prediction 
comes to be future ~ublic relations policies must leave 
little to chance. An evaluation of other practices will 
have to be considered and the best way chosen. 
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5. Will the public relations experiences of Yankee 
be of value in the future? 
Directly, the New England Electric System plans to 
build a nuclear power plant of their own to be completed 
sometime in 1963 or 1964.13 New England Electric bas not 
released any further information to the public. In view 
of the fact that Yankee's public relations department will 
dissolve sometime in 1961 it would seem logical that the 
talents of Messrs. Cadigan and DeAngelis would find their 
way into the new public relations department. There is 
no one else in the New England Electric System with their 
particular public relations experiences. 
The cost of this plant should not be as inflated 
as it was at Yankee. Technical experience should help 
immeasureably. Possibly the public relations budget might 
be sufficiently increased to allow for investigation of 
tbe best ways for energies to be funneled. It might allow 
for foresight as to the future aspects of everall nuclear 
powers expansion, an idea tbat should be studied as soon as 
possible with respect to actual public opinion. 
13system Plans 5econd Atpm Plant, Contact, January, ~. 
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